


Framework Photometry Redshifts 

First day  Second day  



Let’s start from the (very) beginning... 
 

 
 

the standard Cosmological Model: ΛCDM 
 

(or the theory of  the Universe as a whole) 



Cosmological Principle 

Einstein Field Equation 

Energy-momentum tensor Minkowsky metric 



•  Balance of  Forces 
 
 

•  Conservation of  Energy 
 
•  Equation of  State (ideal gas) 

Minkowski’s metric  

Robertson-Walker metric 

Cosmological Principle (no angular dependence) Friedman equations 



Dimensionless  
Density Parameter  

Energy densities 



The standard model of  cosmology, the so-called         
Lambda-Cold-Dark-Matter ( CDM), tells us that the 
current evolution of  the Universe is mainly dominated by: 

•  73% of  Dark Energy, a (certain kind of) vacuum energy 
or cosmological constant responsible for the recently 
discovered accelerated expansion of  the Universe. 

 
•  23% of  Non-relativistic Dark Matter Particles. Perhaps 

interacting weakly. which   are responsible for the large-
scale structure formation (galaxies & clusters).  

 

•  4% of  ordinary (baryons) matter, interacting by electro-
magnetic forces, forming stars or planets.  

 



~1/a4 ~1/a3 ~a 



•  Where the evolution of  the scale  factor (a),         
at any time, may have  been dictated by:  

-  the equation/s of  state (ωi)  
-  the energy density param. (Ωi) 

•  Different EOS may have led to  different 
“episodes” or “eras” dominating the expanding 
history. 

 

•  The macroscopic expansion may have caused 
the variation of  the physical processes which 
were responsible for the evolution of  internal 
content   of  the observable Universe.   



Δλ 

Δλ 

Δλ 

•  The aforementioned temporal evolution of  
the scale factor (a) makes the Universe 
expand, causing galaxies to move apart 
from each other. 

 
•  In the meantime, the radiation emitted by 

distant galaxies (or other processes 
radiating photons) “gets stretched” while 
travelling through an expanding space-
time, what causes a variation  in its energy 
frequency. The so-called “cosmological 
redshift” (zcos). 

•  The quantification of  the zcos serves to 
calculate how much the distances between 
galaxies has increased due to the cosmic 
expansion. 



•  Therefore, sorting galaxies according to their distances renders possible  
to study the evolution of  the Universe and that of  its constituents. 

Redshift (Δλ) Distances (Mpc) Epochs (ly) 

•  Based on a theoretical model, the cosmological redshift can be directly 
interpreted as a physical distance or translated into a cosmic time. 



COSMIC	TIME	





•  The different “ingredients” that have populated the Universe and their “proportions”, expressed 
through the cosmological parameters, are the real physical quantities that can be retrieved by 
observations. i.e., by cosmological surveys. 

 

•  The CMB and the LSS represent the major pillars upon which the modern cosmology is based on. 
Analyzing the Power Spectrum of  Temperature and Density fluctuations, the Dark Energy EOS (w) via 
distant Supernovae, the Dark Matter content/distribution in massive galaxy clusters, the re-ionization 
era via high-z QSO, study of  the primordial Nucleo-synthesis,… has made possible that most 
cosmological parameters are known to a percent accuracy now. 

Planck	collabora+on	2013	









Wavelength Resolution Photometric-depth 

•  COMBO-17 (Wolf+03): 17 bands 
•  CFHTLS (Cabanac+07): 9 bands 
•  COSMOS (Scoville+07): 30 bands 
•  ALHAMBRA (Moles+08): 23 bands 
•  MUSYC (Cardamone+10): 32 bands 
•  GOODS (Dahlen+10): 12 bands 
•  CLASH (Postman+12): 16 bands 
•  XDF (Illingworth+13): 9 bands 
•  SHARDS (Pérez-Gonzalez+13): 25 b 
•  J-PAS (Benítez+14): 56 bands 
•  J-PLUS (Cenarro+17): 12 bands 
•  S-PLUS (Mendes de Oliveira+17): 12b 

•  SDSS (York+00): 5 bands 
•  Pan-STARRS (Kaiser+02): 5 bands 
•  UDF (Beckwith+06): 4 bands 
•  CFHTLS (Cabanac+07): 6 bands 
•  LSST (Ivezic+08): 6 bands 
•  CANDELS (Grogin+11): 6 bands 
•  KiDS (de Jong+13): 4 bands 
•  UltraVISTA (McCracken+13): 5 bands 
•  VIKING (Edge+13): 5 bands  
•  HFF (Lotz+16): 7 bands 
•  DES (DES coll.16): 5 bands 
•  RELICS (Coe+17): 7 bands 



J-PAS 

Size=	32Gpc	
FoV	=	2.2	deg	

Scale=	0.26”/pix	

Size=	0.87Gpc	
FoV	=	1.5	deg	

Scale=	0.17”/pix	

Size=	8.2Gpc	
FoV	=	1.0	deg	

Scale=	0.21”/pix	

Size=	1.2Gpc	
FoV	=	3.0	deg	

Scale=	0.23”/pix	



•  CCDs are very efficient detectors capable to reach faint sources in (relatively) short exposures.  
 

•  New generation of  CCD arrays can observe millions of  galaxies every night. 
 

•  Photometric observations don’t need previous sample selections (where to place a fiber or slit).  
 

•  More suitable for crowded fields (HFF). Limited by the pixel-scale or the Point Spread Function (PSF). 
 

•  Photometric ZP calibrations are easier than spectra flux calibration.  
 

•  A small number of  pass-bands, (3-5)% precise photo-z can be easily achieved. Affordable for high-z. 
 

•  Bayesian photo-z provide Probability Density Functions (PDFs), very useful for large statistical analysis. 
 

•  Photometric redshift precision can be boosted (up to 0.3% error) if  more narrow-band filters are added. 
 

•  Photometric redshift surveys beat spectroscopic redshifts in terms of  “survey speed” (more efficient). 
 

•  Machine Learning tec. can easily include more information (than colors) to the computation of  redshifts. 
 

✓	



•  Provide indirect redshift estimations: regression problem. 
 

•  The precision (the error) is not a linear function. It strongly depends on several factors, introduce 
inhomogeneity in large-scale structure (LST) analysis. 

 

²  Filter system: number/type set the wavelength resolution. 
²  Depth (S/N), spectral-type and redshift range: certain galaxies easier than others.  
 

•  Photometric ZP calibration of  narrow-band filters is not straightforward since they are (typically) affected 
by inhomogeneous transmission functions and there are no (previous) observations to compare with.  

 

•  Photo-z based on Machine-learning techniques strongly depend on the training-samples. Extrapolations 
are risky. Specially for high-z and/or faint galaxies, the available (spec-z) training-sample is limited.  

 

•  Photo-z depend on the library of  SED models & on the (Luminosity, Density, Mass) Priors utilized to 
constrain the likelihoods and derived the Posteriors. 

 

•  Photo-z are not good redshift estimators for individual galaxies.  

✗	



Mainly, photometric redshifts depend on: 
 

1.   Photometric quality (i.e., accurate colors and errors). 
 

2.   Wavelength Resolution (i.e., the filter system). 
 

3.   Magnitude range (i.e., signal-to-noise).  
 

4.   Redshift range (spectral features covered by the filter system). 
 

5.   Spectral-type (different types of  galaxies present more distinct features 
such as emission lines or strong absorptions.). 

 

6.   Libraries of  galaxy models. 
 

7.   Priors (luminosity, mass, number density, ...). 



1. Photometric Quality: Apertures 



1. Photometric Quality: PSF-variations.  
Molino+14 



1. Photometric Quality: wavelength and/or spatial-resolution variations  



1. Photometric Quality: accurate flux (colors) estimates.  



2. Wavelength resolution: filter system.  
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Benítez+08	



Molino+14 



SDSS	(5)	



ALHAMBRA	(23)	



J-PAS	(56)	



3. Magnitude range: signal-to-noise  
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e_mag = 2.5*log10(1+(1/s2n)) 
Nieves-Seoane+16	



4. Redshift range and spectral-type 
Schmidth+12	



5. The library of  SED models. Is the more necessarily the better? Degeneracies. 

Coe+13	

Beck+16	Ilbert+09	

Rafelski+15	



6. Bayesian Priors 

Molino+14	(BPZ)	

Schmidth+12	



(>260 citations/year) 



•  It is easy to install and easy to configure. 
•  It is (relatively) well-documented and has been well-tested by many astronomers. 
•  It is regularly updated (v2.19.5) including new functions. 
•  It is It is very fast (ideal for large surveys). 
•  It can perform several types of  photometry simultaneously.  
•  It can perform aperture-matched photometry across several images.  
•  It retrieves multiple parameters from images. 
•  It can correct (locally) residual background signal and remove it from source photometry. 
•  It can handle additional (flag) images to improve results. 
•  It strongly depend on the previous configuration (“garbage in, garbage out”)  
•  Photometry of  very bright or faint sources tends to be a bit biased.  
•  Photometric uncertainties are (in general) underestimated. Need to be recomputed.  
•  Faulty photometry for crowded fields (as stellar globular or rich galaxy clusters).  
•  Object classification is limited.  

“SExtractor is a program that builds a catalogue of  objects from an astronomical image. It is used for an automated 
detection and photometry of  sources.”  

✓
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✗	
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✗	
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Configura+on	file	I	
(*.sex)	



Configura+on	file	II	(*.param)	



OBJECTS APERTURES

SEGMENTATION BACKGROUND



For	further	info,	read	the	“beloved”	manual.	







Template-based  
(SED-fitting) 

Training-methods 
(Machine Learning) 

Baum (1962) !! 



Training-based SED-fitting  

•  BPZ (Benítez00; Coe06) 
•  Hyperz (Bolzonella+00; Miralles+00) 
•  CZR (Richards+01; Weinstein+04) 
•  Photo-Z (Bender+01) 
•  Le Phare (Arnouts+02) 
•  IMPZ (Babbedge+04) 
•  ZEBRA (Feldmann+06) 
•  EAZY (Brammer+08) 
•  GAZELLE (Kotulla+09) 
•  GOODZ (Dahlen+10) 
•  LRT (Assef+08,10) 

•  PR (Connolly+95; Hsieh+05) 
•  ANNs (Firth+03; Collister & Lahav04) 
•  MLP (Vanzella+04) 
•  SVMs (Wadadekar+05) 
•  NN/kNN (Ball+08) 
•  KR (Wang+07; Wolf+09) 
•  MS (Budavári 09) 
•  ArborZ (Gerdes+10) 
•  GPs (Way+09; Bonfield+10) 
•  SCA (Freeman+09) 
•  WGE (Laurino+11) 



	

(for	a	review	on		
photo-z	codes)	





SED	models	

Redshi_	range	

SDSS	(5)	
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López-Sanjuan+16	



López-Sanjuan+16	



López-Sanjuan+16	



López-Sanjuan+16	



Field	galaxies	(Molino+14)	 Cluster	galaxies	(Molino+17)	





Molino+14	(BPZ)	

Schmidth+12	



magR = 18.0 AB

SB	ES0	



Benítez	(2000)	





Matute	et	al.	(2013)	









(inside:	bpz_tools.py)	

Draw	mulbple	apertures	 Signal	enclosed	 Empirical	relabon	Noisy	Images	



Whitaker+12	



Sánchez+14	



Molino+14	



Molino+17	











It	works
	as	a	Qu
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ith	photometric	band	

X	 Y	

Photometric		
noise	

Signal	from		
the	galaxy	



(inside:	bpz_tools.py)	







Very	Important	
Important	
Opbonal	







Benítez	
2000	

ApJ	
536.571B	



MNRAS	

Molino		
et	al.	2014	

MNRAS	
441.2891M	






